
Cyanotypes 

The cyanotype, or blueprint is a simple alternative photographic process. Using only a 
mixture of two chemicals and UV light, it’s perfect for beginners as well as 
experienced artists to experiment in creating photograms and to develop their 
knowledge of darkroom photography. 

The History

The cyanotype was invented in 1842 
by English astronomer and chemist, 
Sir John Herschel. While looking for a 
way in which to copy his notes, 
Herschel discovered that ferric salts 
could be combined to create a light-
sensitive coating which could then be 
applied to paper and used to transfer 
images. He was able to print the first 
successful non-silver based photo. 

One botanist, Anna Atkins produced 
what is now considered to be the first 
ever photo book. She used the 
cyanotype process to illustrate a book 
of British algae in 1843, finding the 
photograms to be far more detailed 
and accurate than a hand drawing of 
these delicate plants.

Although silver-based developing 
methods became standard, the 
cyanotype process continued to be 
used in other forms, for example by architects for copying architectural plans - the 
blueprint. 

Our more modern methods mean that the cyanotype has fallen out of real practical 
use, but its distinctive blue can still be seen throughout fine art photography. 



The Cyanotype Process

The basic cyanotype recipe has not changed since Sir John Herschel introduced it in 
1842. 

The chemicals:
A - Ferric ammonium citrate (25g to 100ml of water) 
B - Potassium ferricyanide (10g to 100ml of water)

● Dissolve these dry chemicals into water separately then mix together in equal parts 
to create your cyanotype solution. 

● Coat your chosen paper or material in this solution with a brush or sponge and wait 
to dry. 

● Place an object or negative on the paper and expose to UV light to make a print. 

● After exposure your print is processed by washing it in water. A white image 
emerges on a blue background. 

Unused solutions can be stored in light-proof plastic or brown glass bottles away from 
light, but will not last long once mixed. 

Tips!

●  If you want a sharp line when coating your paper, use a cardboard template or 
masking tape. 

●  Think about your objects - shapes, textures and varied transparency will all 
contribute to the shadow it will cast on the chemicals and the outcome of your image 
- experiment! 

●  ‘If it lets light through it will turn blue, 
If it blocks out light, it will stay white!’

● Outdoor exposure times will vary depending on cloud cover and time of year. A 
clear summer’s day will take around 10-15 minutes while on a winter’s day your print 
may take up to an hour to expose. 



Further Reading

●  Cyanotype: The history, science and art of photographic printing in Prussian blue’
Mike Ware (1999)

●  ‘Blueprint to Cyanotypes: Exploring a historical alternative photographic process’
Malin Fabbri and Gary Fabbri (2006)

●  Handbook of Alternative Photographic Processes 
Jan Harlow (1982)

Handy Websites 

●  www.AlternativePhotography.com
A great resource for all alternative processes. Includes extensive technical 
information, artists’ galleries and tips on exposure times. 

http://www.AlternativePhotography.com
http://www.AlternativePhotography.com

